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TEXTILE LAMINATE  |  Fiber Etch seriesPRODUCT INFORMATION

max. dimensions: 3000 x 1500 mm

thickness: 9, 11, 13, 17, 21 mm

safety treatment: laminated, tempered and laminated

glass type: low iron, float, blue, bronze, grey, green

processing options: drilling holes, cnc cutouts, shaping

applications:  balustrade, cladding, doors, dividers, feature walls, lightning, partitions

cleaning: Textile laminates can be cleaned with liquid cleaners and paper   
 towels, or soft clothes. Liquid cleaners without ammonia are   
 recommended. Avoid all abrasive cleaning materials.

Visual artist and textile designer Silvio Vujičić created the S&S collection, which merge an innovative and experimental 
view of the world of textiles, combined with Bokart technologies. Textile laminates are actually textiles between two or 
more layers of glass. The process itself stops the textiles in a moment of time emphasizing the organic characteristics 
of the fibers. Textile laminates are the perfect collection when you want to diffuse light in the interior and create an 
ambiance when separating spaces. A favorite collection of top designers and architects because it constantly provokes 
with its complex nature and many details.

REMARK: Due to the manual and unique method of production, certain differences from the shown sample are possible.
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